AME-2020 Background Music
and Messaging System

Installation and operation manual
Web Interface Tutorial
This manual is intended for those persons who will operate or administer the
AME-2020 system. All basic web control functions are covered as well as a
basic overview of the system operation. Further technical and operational
information is available by calling 888-263-5005 or visiting
www.AMEmusic.com.

AME-2020 Digital Receiver

Basic system operation
The AME-2020 system is a unique patented solution for business audio delivery and management. Basic system features are as follows:
1) The AME Digital Receiver is located at each premises where audio playback is desired. All audio content is stored on a hard drive in the receiver.
The receiver does not depend on a satellite or cable signal for operation.
2) The receiver is connected to an ordinary analog phone line or a network
with access to the Internet. Each night, the receiver contacts the AME servers to check for updates or new program instructions.
3) Programming changes are made by signinig on to the AME web site using your ID and password. Those changes are then sent to each AME receiver over which you have control.

Receiver automatically
checks for updates
using an ordinary nondedicated phone line or
network connection.
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AME Digital Receiver located
at each premesis.
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AME web user Interface
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AME Media Servers

Make music or programming changes
using an Internet connection on any
computer located anywhere using an
ordinary web browser.

Basic system installation
AME Digital Receiver is connected to
your sound system amplifier, telephone line or network connection
and AC power. Receiver should be
located in a well ventilated area
away from dust, smoke, fumes or
moisture. The receiver can be userinstalled or AME can provide professional installation services. AME also
provides full sound system design,
installation and repair services anywhere in the United States.

Three simple connections to install AME Digital Receiver!

Network connection
Audio output
(alternative to phone line) to amplifier

Telephone line
(nondedicated)

AC power

Web Interface Basics
The AME Web Interface is the point of control for one or one thousand receivers. You can conveniently access the AME Interface from anywhere with
Internet connectivity. No special software is needed. The Interface operates
using an ordinary web browser such as Internet Explorer.
1) To reach the AME Interface, go to the AME web site, www.amemusic.com.
You will see the homepage show below. Click on the Interface link.

Link to Web
Interface

Enter your AME User ID and
Password. ID and PW are
assigned by AME. A given user
can have limited rights to only
view the Interface or full rights
to view and make changes

Web Interface Main Screen
The AME Web Interface main screen is your doorway to all of the rich functionality and flexibility of the AME system. The basic areas of the screen are
identified below.
Number of receivers and locations over which this
profile has control. Remember, a profile can
control one or many receivers but a receiver can
only be associated with a single profile.

Function menu

Zone Selection. All AME receivers have two completely independent program zones. All
Interface functions can be
performed on one zone at a
time. In this case, Main Mix is
selected.

Profile Status. Gray color indicates the profile is
ready and available to be locked for changes or
simply viewed. Amber color indicates the profile is
locked. Brown color indicates the profile is
available for viewing only because you have
signed on with a restricted password.

Profile Selection. The profile is
where all program instructions
are stored. Each receiver
requires one profile, however
one profile can control multiple
receivers. In this case the Dress
Barn profile is selected.

Profile Action Options. If you
are only viewing your profile,
you do not need to select an
Action. If you plan to make
changes, you must first Lock the
profile. Once you lock the
profile, no one else can make
changes to the profile until you
either Release your changes or
Undo your changes and return
the profile to the condition
before it was locked.

Web Interface Function Menu
Sign Off. Ends your web session. Note that if you
have locked your profile, the profile will remain
locked until you release it. This means you can sign
off then return at a later time to complete your
programming changes.
Profiles & Zones. This function
brings you back to the Main
Screen from any other location
in the Interface.
Basic Tasks. These programming functions are used
most often when you set up or change your music
mix or song library. Each function in this category
will be explained in detail later in this manual.

Advanced Tasks. These functions are used when
you incorporate announcements in your program
or create other special program content. These
functions will also be detailed later in this manual.

Receivers Screen. This function allows you to check
the status of all receivers assigned to your profile(s).
You can also check the Play Log from any receiver
to determine exactly what was played at a given
time and date. Each time a receiver communicates
with the AME servers, it leaves behind a detailed
log of all program content that was played.

Web Interface Receiver Screen
This screen allows you to check the status of your AME Receiver(s). You can
also access the play log for any receiver to determine exactly what was
played at a given time.
Update History/Play Log Mode.
The receivers screen normally
comes up in the Update History
mode. To obtain a play log, click
on the Play Log link here.

Receiver List. This list displays all
receivers associated with the profile
you selected on the main screen.
Remember, you can have one or
many receivers. This example is a user
with 800 receivers. The color of the
receiver list indicates the communication status of that receiver. Gray
means everything is on schedule.
Amber means the receiver has an
update which has not been picked up.
Red color means the receiver is Tardy
communicating. This usually means
there is a problem with a phone or
network line or the receiver itself. If
you see Tardy for more than a day or
two, contact AME for assistance.
Update History. This log shows all of
the updates that have been created
and or applied to the receiver selected
with the arrow in the receiver list. The
gray color of the update means it has
been picked up and applied by the
receiver. If the update has an amber
background, that means the update is
not complete. An update delivered by
telephone line or network can have
three states:

When an update is created, the AME servers
measure the size of the update in bytes. Generally, if the update size is less than 10 Mb, the
update will be delivered to the receiver via
network. Updates over 10 Mb are delivered to
the receiver via a CD ROM that is automatically
prepared and mailed by AME. CD updates can
have four states:

DEPLOYED: The update has been
created and is waiting for the receiver
to retrieve it.

PRINTED: The update CD has been automatically burned and is ready to be mailed.

DELIVERED: The receiver has retrieved
the update and is in the process of
applying the update.
APPLIED: The receiver has verified that
it has successfully applied the update
and the new instructions or content
will take effect as instructed.

DEPLOYED: The update has been created and is
waiting for the CD to be burned.

SHIPPED: The update CD has been mailed to the
client location where it will be placed in the CD
Update drawer on the front of the AME receiver.
APPLIED: The receiver has verified that it has
successfully applied the update CD and the new
instructions or content will take effect as instructed. The CD can be left in the receiver or
thrown away.

Web Interface Play Log Option
Each receiver keeps a complete log of every program element it plays along
with a date and time stamp. Using this option, you can find out what was
played and when it played. After clicking on the Play Log link, you will
specify what you are looking for using the filter link shown below.
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Fill in the criteria for the log
information you want to view
then click Apply Filter.

This is a sample of a play log
showing the date and time a
program element was played
along with the length or duration
and the title/artist information.
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Setting up your music programming
Using the Basic Tasks on the main screen, you are now ready to create or
modify the actual audio content that will be played by your AME receiver.
Before you start, it is very important to understand how the system manages
music and other audio elements such as announcements.
All songs are placed in one or more CATEGORIES. One or more categories
are used to create a MIX. Finally a mix is SCHEDULED to play at a given time
on a given day. We will review each of the functions in the Basic Tasks
group of the Function Menu.
CONTENT CATEGORIES: Every song must be a member of at least one Category. There are two types of categories; Stock and Custom. Stock categories are groups of songs that have been pre-selected by AME music experts
to belong to a given category. Examples of Categories are Solid Gold or
Country. Songs are placed into categories because they share some logical
common characteristic. Stock categories are ready to use with no further
work on your part. Custom categories are groups of songs that have been
selected by AME or you based on some specific requirement of your application. Songs from any of the stock categories can be added to a custom category. In order to place songs in a custom category, you must first create the
custom category using the CONTENT CATEGORIES function under Basic
Tasks on the main screen menu. An example of the Content Categories
screen is shown below.
A category can consist of music that is available or
The Content Categories on this sample screen show
some of the stock musis categories available on the AME
system. To obtain a more detailed description of the
music in a stock category, simply hover the cursor over
the category name. A description box will appear.

installed. Installed means the music is already loaded on
the hard drive of your AME receiver. Available music is
on the AME servers and can be loaded to your AME
receiver as needed.

The number of Tracks or Songs in a
category are shown along with the total
length of the songs (HH:MM). The Storage
column shows how much hard drive space
is or will be occupied by the category.

Create a Custom Music Category
In order to play a song on the AME system, the song must belong to a category of music. On the previous page we saw a few examples of stock or preselected music categories. You can customize your music by creating your
own categories based on your musical requirements. In order to select music
for a custom category, you must first create an empty custom category.
Select Content Categories on the Function Menu and scroll to the bottom of
the category screen. Click on CREATE CUSTOM.
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Storage Summary shows how
much space is available on your
receiver hard drive. In most
cases the capacity of the hard
drive is far larger than needed.
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Type the name of your new
custom music category in the
space provided. It is a good
idea to make the category
name desciptive of the type of
music it will contain.
The remaining options are
normally left as they are. Read
the descriptions of the other
functions to determine if they
apply to your case.
When you are finished, click on
the Creat Custom Category
button. You can always change
or edit the name of the custom
category or it’s associated color
code.
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Customize your music categories
Now you can select or delete music down to the level of a single song. To
begin, click on the Music-Select/Edit option on the Function menu.

2 Select the Filter & Search link on the music select/edit screen

1

Using the filter option, you can
now select from any of the
stock or custom categories to
view and manage the content
of the categories.
This is an example of the results of filtering on a stock music category. This category
contains 992 songs or tracks. The color code is important. Songs in blue are already
installed on the receiver hard drive. Songs in green are available to be installed. In
this example, we are going to select songs to DELETE from the stock category. To
delete a song, check the box next to the song then click on the Delete link. You can
select multiple songs for deletion.
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If you want to add or INSTALL tracks shown in green,
check the box next to the song(s) you wish to install
then click the Install Link.
A list of custom categories will be shown. Check the
category(s) where you want the selected song to be
installed. When finished, click the Install Tracks button.
Note that the checked tracks will also be installed in
any stock categories that are already present on the
hard drive of your AME receiver.
IMPORTANT: When installing tracks, keep in mind that
any update over 10 Mb in size will be sent to you on a
CD ROM. Very large updates involving several hundred or more tracks will be sent on multiple CD ROM’s.
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Important concepts on managing songs
On the previous page, you learned how to open a list of songs in a stock music category
and selectively delete certain songs. Keep in mind that when you delete a song from a
stock category, the song will also be removed from any custom categories you have created. The song will then be shown on the stock category list with a GREEN color code
which means it is not installed on your receiver. It is important to note that the actual song
file will not be erased from your receiver hard drive. If you choose to install the deleted
song at a later date, it will immediately be available for playback.

Adding music to your custom categories
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You can create one or more custom music categories and fill them with songs of your
choice. To place songs in a custom category you must FIRST create and name the category.
That process was covered earlier in this manual. Once the custom category is set up, you
are now ready to add music to the category. All songs on the AME system originate in a
STOCK music category. You can draw songs from any stock music category or any other
previously filled custom music category. Once a custom category contains songs, you can
also delete any of those songs as needed. Remember that when you delete a song from a
custom category, it is only removed from that category. The song is not erased or removed
from the stock category from which it was originally drawn nor is it removed from any
other custom categories where it has been placed. Follow the steps below to add or delete
music in a custom music category.
Using Filter & Search, select one stock or
custom category from which you will select
songs to fill your new custom category.

Under BASIC TASKS select the
Music Select/Edit function.
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Check the selection box next to the songs you want to
place in your custom music category. If you want to use
all of the songs, click the Select All option. If you want
to remove your check marks, click on Deselect All.
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When you are done selecting
music to be moved into your
custom category, click the
Categories link. You will now
see the Custom Categories
selection box shown here.
This box allows you to ADD or
REMOVE your selected songs
from any of the custom categories. To add your selections to a
custom catgeory, select Add
Non Members from the drop
down menu
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The songs you selected are
automatically analyzed by the
system and you are shown
how many of the songs are a
member or non-member of
each category. The color code
tells you which songs are
members.
In this example, we
selected one song and
the system is telling you
that the song is NOT a
member of any of the
custom categories shown.
You can place the song in
any of the categories by
selecting the Add NonMembers option.

Design a Music Mix
You have decided on which music categories you want to use in your music
mix. The selected categories can be stock (pre-selected by AME) or custom
categories with music selected just for your application.
To design a music mix, click on Mixes Design/Edit on the function menu.
The Mix Design/Edit screen is where you tell the system which category(s) you
want to blend into your own perfect music mix. A mix can use one music
category played 100% of the time. It can use two categories played in some
other percentage (50/50 60/40) as long as the total adds up to 100%. Check
the example below (the Green Mix) where two custom categories are being
played in a ratio of 55/45%. This means that whenever the green mix is
scheduled, the AME receiver will play 55% of the music per hour from the
Dressbarn Adult category and 45% of the music per hour from the Dressbarn
Top-40 category. Once you have set up your music mixes, you can then
schedule the mixes to play at certain times of day and on certain days of the
week. A mix can be created and not used until some later time. An example
If you scroll down this window, you will reach
of this would be a Christmas mix.

Interval Categories. By adding an interval
category to your mix, you can play one item
from the category you set as the interval
category every X songs. The Interval category
can be music, announcements or any other
audio element.

This block shows the content of the
“Early Weekday Mix” with a color code
of green. The Tracks column show
how many tracks or songs are in the
category while the HH:MM column
shows how long you would have to
continuously play the category before
a song would repeat. You can name a
mix as you desire.

If you are using this program zone for telephone on-hold music and messaging, you can add announcements to the program by adding an on-hold
message category. If added, the AME receiver will play music continuously and
at a selected interval it will fade down the music and play a short announcement such as “Thank you for holding”. This function is intended for use as an
on-hold program only. Instrumental music is the recommended background
for telephone on-hold programs.

Add a NEW Music Mix
To add a new music mix, click on the ADD NEW MIX button on the Mix Design/Edit screen shown on the previous page.
Once the Add New Mix box is shown, you
need to give your new mix a name. Type the
name in the box. When naming a mix, it is a
good idea to use a descriptive name such as
“Up-Tempo Rock” or “Dinner Piano Music”.
This will help you remember the mix content
when you schedule the mix. The system will
assign a new color code for your new mix. If
you don’t like the color or name, you can
change them after the mix has been designed. Use the “Change Color” or “Update
Name” links on the Mix Design/edit screen.
You can now check off the category(s) you
want to include in your new Mix. Keep in
mind you can make a mix out of a single
category or many categories.
When you are finished checking off your
desired categories, click the Add New Mix
button to go to the next step.

We named the new mix “Smooth Mix” and the system
assigned a yellow color code.
You now must tell the system the amount of each category
is should play in a given hour of music. You will note that
the system automatically assigned a level of 5% to each
category. You must now change the percentages so they
add up to 100%. When you are done changing the percentages, click the “Update Percentages” link. The system will
verify that your mix totals 100%.
If you want to add another category to this mix, click the
“Add a New Blended Category” link and you will have the
opportunity to check off one or more additional categories
from the category list.
If you want to remove a category from this mix, check off the
category you want to remove and click on the “Delete
Selected” link. Keep in mind that when you add or remove a
category from a mix, you must change the percentage of use
so the total is again at 100%.
When you have changed the percentages for each category,
the mix is now balanced at 100%. The mix is now ready to
schedule.

Schedule Your Music Mixes
You have selected your music and categories and you have designed one ore
more music mixes. Congratulations! Now it’s time to schedule the music. To
set up or change the schedule, click Schedule Content in the function menu.
When you arrive at the Schedule Content screen, you must
specify if you are going to use the regular or Default schedule
that runs all the time or a special schedule that runs only during
specific dates. The example on the right shows the default
schedule. To check the schedules, click on “Properties”. To view any special schedules, click on
the drop down menu and select the
special schedule. In this case, the
Christmas schedule.
The properties of the Default Program are
shown in the box to the right. The default
program runs any time when no other
program is specified to run. Pay special
attention to the instructions for each
schedule. The next example schedule on
the far right is a special Christmas schedule. Note that the Christmas schedule has
a specific start and ending date. During
this date range, the Christmas schedule
will replace the Default Program. Every
Schedule Name has it’s own day/time grid
so you can have a completely different set
of music mixes for each schedule. Once
you have set the various schedules, the
AME receiver automatically switches to the
proper schedule on the dates specified.

You can now open the Properties
window for the Christmas Schedule

Note that the Christmas 100%
schedule is set to start on November
25 and run through December 31
only. After December 31, the Default
Program automatically takes over.

To schedule content (music mixes) you will
use the grid shown on the Schedul Content
screen. Each day is represented on the
horizontal axis. The time of day is shown on
the vertical axis. The time of day is divided
into 30-minute segments.
To schedule one of your music mixes, you
simply specify a day and time range.
Once the day and time range is specified, you
select the mix you want to schedule for that
range.
When you are ready, you simply click on the
Schedule Mix button and the system will
place the selected color mix in the specified
day/time segments.

You can look at the makeup of any of your music mixes by
clicking on the Display Mix Details button. If you decide
you want to change the design of the mix, go back to the
Mix Design/Edit option on the function menu.

